
  

Listening: Fill in the blanks 

 
1. Play audio file on below link: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTFCxLKrexF7_cuzggEqolyN3jAfgtv_ 
 
A new __________ into shark populations in the waters of Australia has discovered that there 
are two distinct __________ of Great White Shark, one to the east and one to the west of Bass 
Strait. This was discovered by tagging large numbers of sharks in the __________ waters all 
around Australia. Rather to the investigators’ surprise, they found that while sharks from the east 
side certainly travelled to the west side of the __________ and vice versa, they always return to 
their home areas to breed. The two types of shark were found to have a distinct genetic make-
up indicating that __________ has not taken place. The implication of these research findings is 
that sharks may be more susceptible to changes in local __________ environments than had 
previously been thought. 
 

2. Play audio file on below link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PuKCT_FwFmL6_VP1lOgu8s9GyfoxiWJa 
 
Let's face it driving is _____________. It's one of the things that we don't like to think about. But 
the fact that religious icons and good luck charms show up on _____________ around the world. 
Betrays the fact, that we know this to be true. Car accidents are the leading cause of death. In 
people ages sixteen to _____________ in the United States leading cause of death and seventy 
five percent of these accidents have nothing to do with drugs or alcohol. So what happens no 
one can say for sure. But I've I remember my first accident. I was a young driver out on the 
_____________ and the car in front of me I saw the brake lights gone like okay right discuss 
slowing down also down to. Step on the brake. But I know this guy isn't slowing down this guy's 
stopping dead stop dead stop on the highway between sixty five to zero. I _____________ on the 
brakes I felt the ABS kick in and the car is still going and it's not gonna stop I know it's not gonna 
stop and the airbag _____________ the car's totaled and I fortunately no one was hurt. But I had 
no idea that car was stopping and I think we can do lot better than that. 
 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTFCxLKrexF7_cuzggEqolyN3jAfgtv_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PuKCT_FwFmL6_VP1lOgu8s9GyfoxiWJa


 

Highlight Incorrect Words 

 

3. You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the 
transcription differ from what the speaker said. Write words that are different and 
submit your response to trainers. 

 
Play audio file on below link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTFCxLKrexF7_cuzggEqolyN3jAfgtv_ 
 

A new investigation into shark populations in the waters of Australia has revealed that there are 

two distinct species of Great White Shark, one to the east and one to the west of Bass Strait. This 

was discovered by tagging large numbers of sharks in the coastal waters all about Australia. 

Rather to the investigators’ surprise, they found that while sharks from the east side definitely 

travelled to the west side of the continent and vice versa, they always return to their home areas 

to breed. The two types of shark were found to have a different genetic make-up indicating that 

interbreeding has not taken place. The implication of these study findings is that sharks may be 

more susceptible to changes in local marine environments than had previously been thought. 

 

4. You will hear a recording. Below is a transcription of the recording. Some words in the 
transcription differ from what the speaker said. Write words that are different and 
submit your response to trainers. 

 

Play audio file on below link: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PuKCT_FwFmL6_VP1lOgu8s9GyfoxiWJa 
 
Let's face it driving is dangerous. It's one of the things that we don't like to think about. But the 
fact that religious images and good luck charms show up on dashboards around the world. 
Betrays the fact, that we know this to be true. Car coincidences are the leading cause of death. 
In people ages sixteen to nineteen in the United States leading cause of death and seventy five 
percent of these accidents have nobody to do with drugs or alcohol. So what happens no one can 
say for sure. But I've I recall my first accident. I was a young driver out on the highway and the 
car in front of me I saw the brake lights gone like okay right discuss slowing down also down to. 
Step on the brake. But I know this guy isn't reducing down this guy's stopping dead stop dead 
stop on the highway between sixty five to zero. I slammed on the brakes I felt the ABS kick in and 
the car is still going and it's not gonna stop I know it's not gonna stop and the airbag deploys the 
car's totaled and I luckily no one was hurt. But I had no idea that car was stopping and I think we 
can do lot better than that. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTFCxLKrexF7_cuzggEqolyN3jAfgtv_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PuKCT_FwFmL6_VP1lOgu8s9GyfoxiWJa


 

Highlight Correct Summary 

 
5. Play audio file on below link: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTFCxLKrexF7_cuzggEqolyN3jAfgtv_ 
 

• There are fewer Great White sharks in Australian waters than was once believed. This is because 

tagging has shown that sharks travel considerable distances, and a shark recorded east of Bass 

Strait one week is often recorded west of Bass Strait the next. However, sharks always return to 

their place of origin to breed. 

• A recent research study has shown that Australian Great White shark populations have 

remained surprisingly distinct as, despite travelling long distances, these sharks do not breed 

away from their original areas. This means that local shark habitats may have a greater effect 

on shark than has been believed up to now. 

• There is a greater variety in the Great White shark populations in Australian waters than was 

previously thought to be the case. This means that some types of shark are actually more 

endangered than was believed. Scientists are therefore developing conservation programs 

which will help to protect these threatened species. 

• An investigation of Great White sharks in Australian waters has come up with some unexpected 

conclusions, as it found that the genetic make-up of sharks in one area was quite distinct from 

those found elsewhere. This made scientists realize that sharks do not swim as far away from 

their home areas as used to be thought. 

 
6. Play audio file on below link: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PuKCT_FwFmL6_VP1lOgu8s9GyfoxiWJa 

• The speaker believes that drug and alcohol laws need to be tighter as around 25 percent of 
accidents are related to these two causes. This situation prevails despite religions warning us 
of the dangers. 

• The speaker’s purpose is to tell us that she was involved in an accident. In her case, it was the 
fault of the driver in front who stopped on the highway for no apparent reason. He was going 
65 kilometers per hour and just stopped. 

• The speaker is focusing on safety and what we need to do to reduce the death rate in people 
aged 16 to 19. 

• The speaker’s purpose is to tell us about the seriousness and the randomness of accidents and 
it is likely she is going to suggest a solution. 

 
  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTFCxLKrexF7_cuzggEqolyN3jAfgtv_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PuKCT_FwFmL6_VP1lOgu8s9GyfoxiWJa


Read Aloud 

 
7. Record your voice and submit the audio file to your trainers on WhatsApp 

A new investigation into shark populations in the waters of Australia has discovered that there 
are two distinct species of Great White Shark, one to the east and one to the west of Bass Strait. 
This was discovered by tagging large numbers of sharks in the coastal waters all around Australia. 
Rather to the investigators’ surprise, they found that while sharks from the east side certainly 
travelled to the west side of the continent and vice versa, they always return to their home areas 
to breed. The two types of shark were found to have a distinct genetic make-up indicating that 
interbreeding has not taken place. The implication of these research findings is that sharks may 
be more susceptible to changes in local marine environments than had previously been thought. 
 

Summarize Written Text 

8. Write the summary of the above passage in 5-75 words in one sentence and submit the 

response to your trainer. 

 

Read Aloud 

 
9. Record your voice and submit the audio file to your trainers on WhatsApp 

Let's face it driving is dangerous. It's one of the things that we don't like to think about. But the 

fact that religious icons and good luck charms show up on dashboards around the world. Betrays 

the fact, that we know this to be true. Car accidents are the leading cause of death. In people 

ages sixteen to nineteen in the United States leading cause of death and seventy five percent of 

these accidents have nothing to do with drugs or alcohol. So what happens no one can say for 

sure. But I've I remember my first accident. I was a young driver out on the highway and the car 

in front of me I saw the brake lights gone like okay right discuss slowing down also down to. Step 

on the brake. But I know this guy isn't slowing down this guy's stopping dead stop dead stop on 

the highway between sixty five to zero. I slammed on the brakes I felt the ABS kick in and the car 

is still going and it's not gonna stop I know it's not gonna stop and the airbag deploys the car's 

totaled and I fortunately no one was hurt. But I had no idea that car was stopping and I think we 

can do lot better than that. 

 

Summarize Spoken Text 

10. Write the summary of the above passage in 50-70 words and submit the response to 

your trainer. 

  



 
Answer Key 

1. investigation, species, coastal, continent, interbreeding, marine 

2. dangerous, dashboards, nineteen, highway, slammed, deploys 

3. revealed, about, definitely, different, study 

4. images, coincidences, nobody, recall, reducing, luckily 

5. A recent research study has shown that Australian Great White shark populations have 

remained surprisingly distinct as, despite travelling long distances, these sharks do not 

breed away from their original areas. This means that local shark habitats may have a 

greater effect on shark than has been believed up to now. 

6. The speaker’s purpose is to tell us about the seriousness and the randomness of accidents 
and it is likely she is going to suggest a solution. 

  


